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What is RSE?

•healthy lifestyles
•physical, mental and emotional wellbeing
•managing risks
• keeping safe – physically and emotionally
•managing change, including puberty, transition and 

loss
•making informed choices about health
•how to respond in an emergency
•managing friendships
• family life
•online safety



Statutory Health and Relationships Education 
– What Has Changed?

• A statutory health and relationships education 
was introduced by the DfE in 2020. 

• We teach this within our PSHE curriculum –
ensuring that key non-statutory areas such as 
finance and careers are also covered.



“In primary schools, we want the subjects to put in place the 
key building blocks of healthy, respectful relationships, focusing 
on family and friendships, in all contexts, including online. This 
will sit alongside the essential understanding of how to be 
healthy.”

“Teaching about mental wellbeing is central to these subjects, 
especially as a priority for parents is their children’s happiness. 
We know that children and young people are increasingly 
experiencing challenges, and that young people are at 
particular risk of feeling lonely. The new subject content will 
give them the knowledge and capability to take care of 
themselves and receive support if problems arise.” 



Relationships

By the end of primary school, pupils will have been 
taught content on: 

• families and people who care for me 

• caring friendships 

• respectful relationships 

•online relationships 

•being safe



Health

By the end of primary school, pupils will have been 
taught content on: 

•mental wellbeing 

• internet safety and harms

•physical health and fitness 

•healthy eating

•health and prevention 

•basic first aid 

• changing adolescent body

• facts and risks associated with drugs, alcohol and 
tobacco 



PSHE Long Term Overview



How Can I be Respectful and Responsible?
• Respectful relationships and consent
• Boundaries
• Being a good digital citizen

✓ the rules and principles for keeping safe online, how to recognise risks, 
harmful content and contact, and how to report them.

✓ where and how to report concerns and get support with issues online.
✓ the importance of permission-seeking and giving in relationships with 

friends, peers and adults
✓ what sorts of boundaries are appropriate in friendships with peers and 

others (including in a digital context).
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Being a Good Digital Citizen 

This is Joe. 
He loves online gaming.
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This is Joe’s gaming profile. 
Can you see problems with it? What could happen?

Being a Good Digital Citizen 
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Joe is good at gaming 
and he wins a lot.

Is there anything 

wrong with this?

Being a Good Digital Citizen 
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What should Joe NOT have done? What should he do now?

Joe starts to get nasty messages on his gaming chat. 

He replies saying that they really upset him and could they 

please stop. 

Being a Good Digital Citizen 
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Joe deletes the 
messages, but 
more keep coming. 
They are so rude 
he feels he can’t 
tell anyone.

What can Joe do?

Being a Good Digital Citizen 



J
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Joe gets really upset and stops 

playing his game. He deletes 

everything off his console.

Did Joe need to stop gaming 

completely?

Being a Good Digital Citizen 



J
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Then, Joe notices he is getting nasty 

mobile phone messages like the ones 

on his game. He messages back, telling 

the sender to stop it.

Has he done the 

right thing?

Being a Good Digital Citizen 
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Then Joe starts getting emails with 

horrible pictures in the attachments.

What should you NOT 

do if you get an email 

from a stranger and it 

has a link or 

attachment?

Being a Good Digital Citizen 
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Joe thinks he knows who is sending the messages. 

There is one bully at his school but a group joins in 

because they think it’s funny. 

What should Joe do? 
Are the people who laugh to blame too?

Being a Good Digital Citizen 



J
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Joe is so worried that he is finding 

it hard to eat, sleep or concentrate. 

His mum notices there is 

something wrong.

What should 

Joe do? 

What could he be 

worried about?

Being a Good Digital Citizen 



J
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Joe talks to his mum. There are still nasty 

messages appearing on his phone and email. 

He shows her. He tells her he thinks he knows 

who the bullies are.

Mum knows what to do!

Do you?

Being a Good Digital Citizen 



J
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Mum shows 

Joe’s teachers 

the messages.

The teachers 

had had 

complaints 

from other 

parents and 

carers about 

the same thing, 

and they think 

they know who 

the bully is.

Being a Good Digital Citizen 



J
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The school deals with the bullies and makes them 

understand that what they did was wrong.

Being a Good Digital Citizen 

That includes the ones who laughed at what 

the bully was doing.



J
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Joe can start gaming again.

How has he changed his profile?

Being a Good Digital Citizen 



What Makes a Healthy and Happy Relationship?

• Puberty recap/wet dreams
• Change and becoming independent
• Positive and healthy relationships
• How a baby is made
• Family, love and marriage
• Trusting friendships
• Confident me
✓ practical steps they can take in a range of different contexts to improve or support 

respectful relationships.
✓ that the same principles apply to online relationships as to face-to-face relationships, 

including the importance of respect for others online including when we are anonymous.
✓ that marriage represents a formal and legally recognised commitment of two people to 

each other which is intended to be lifelong. 
✓ how to recognise if family relationships are making them feel unhappy or unsafe, and how 

to seek help or advice from others if needed.
✓ how to recognise who to trust and who not to trust, how to judge when a friendship is 

making them feel unhappy or uncomfortable, managing conflict, how to manage these 
situations and how to seek help or advice from others, if needed.

✓ key facts about puberty and the changing adolescent body, particularly from age 9 through 
to age 11, including physical and emotional changes. 

✓ about menstrual wellbeing including the key facts about the menstrual cycle.



Puberty recap

Y6 Lesson 1
© Medway Council 2022



Male body parts and wet dreams
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Match the labels to 
the correct part of 

the pictures.



Male body parts and wet dreams

30

© Medway Council 2022

bladder

penis

urethra

foreskin

scrotum

anus

testicle

epididymis



Leo’s diary
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• What has happened to Leo and how might he know 
he’s had a wet dream?

This morning I woke up and I 
realised I’d had a wet dream 

in the night….



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cYeFQvoPtY
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Watch the video

© Medway Council 2022

• What is a wet dream and why do they happen?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cYeFQvoPtY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cYeFQvoPtY


Puberty scenarios
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Read the scenario about puberty 
with your group. Then identify:

• the challenges for the character
• the information they need

• ways to manage the situation
• how and where to get help and 

support





Zones of relevance
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AJ is about to start secondary school.
In pairs, read the statements and decide
what you think AJ might want to know
more about, including things that are
important now, for the future, or not at all.

Add the statements to the zones of
relevance, and include any ideas of your
own too.





Planning a conversation
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If a young person wanted to 
talk to their friend, 

parent or teacher about puberty, 
what could they say or do?

With a partner, suggest some 
ideas or write a sentence starter 
for the young person. 

• When would be a good time
to ask a question?

• How should the young
person go about this?



Signposting support
If you have any questions or worries
about puberty, it is important to speak
to a trusted adult – a parent/carer or
teacher at school.

www.childline.org.uk can provide
support too (phone 0800 1111 to talk
to someone).

38

© Medway Council 2022

http://www.childline.org.uk/


Puberty: Change and becoming independent

Y6 Lesson 2
© Medway Council 2022



Becoming independent
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What does it mean to become independent?

© Medway Council 2022



Life stages

41
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In your groups, add ideas to the sheet about what someone of
each life stage might like to do, the roles or responsibilities they
might have, and what they might achieve.





Feelings about change
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Starting a new job

Starting secondary school

Having a family

Moving away 
from home

How might someone feel about these changes?

Are there any feelings in common?



Sami’s bag
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What change does this object signify?
How might Sami feel about this change?
Are there any new responsibilities that come with this change?
What will help Sami manage the change?



Reflection
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Reflecting on change

Some things I think and feel about change are….

© Medway Council 2022



Positive and healthy relationships
Y6 Lesson 3

© Medway Council 2022



Relationships
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Some features of positive healthy relationships are…..

Some different types of relationships are……

© Medway Council 2022



Different relationships
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Discuss all the 
different types of 
relationship you see. 

Can you think of any 
other relationship 
types?





Relationship qualities
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Choose one of the pictures.

What would the relationship need 
to make it positive and healthy? 

What kinds of things might they 
do for each other?



Relationship stories part 1
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With your group, read the relationship story.
Discuss how the characters should behave to
keep the relationship positive and healthy.

1. How might the characters feel when they are
together?
2. How might they speak to each other?
3. What sorts of things might they do together?
4. What boundaries (limits) might be important
for these characters?



Relationship stories part 2
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Sometimes relationships may change, what might cause this?

© Medway Council 2022

Now read part 2 of the relationship story.

• How are the characters feeling now? 
• How can they manage the change that is 

happening?
• What might happen in the future?





Reflection
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A loving/positive relationship needs…..

© Medway Council 2022



How a baby is made
Y6 Lesson 4

© Medway Council 2022



Conversation
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Read the conversation and add your own ideas about 
how a baby is made.

© Medway Council 2022



Loving relationships
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Discuss the different ways in
which people might show
their love and care for each
other.





Sex and consent
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Sex is one way that adults, in 
different and same-sex couples, 

may choose to show love and care 
for each other, and also to feel 

good or close to each other.

It is also how babies are made 
without medical intervention. 

What is meant 
by consent?



How a baby is made
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With your group, put the cards in the order that explains how a baby is made
through sexual intercourse.





Pregnancy statements
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Match the two halves of the statements together.

© Medway Council 2022

A baby can be made by…. having sexual intercourse, or through IVF, assisted 
conception or surrogacy.

Twins are made when…. two sperm find two eggs, or the egg splits and 
develops into two babies.

A pregnancy is usually…. 9 months long.



Pregnancy statements
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Match the two halves of the statements together.

© Medway Council 2022

A baby is born through…. the vagina, or a ‘caesarean section’.

People who don’t want to make a baby when they have sex can use 
something called…. contraception.

The first few weeks or months of pregnancy.… can cause feelings of sickness 
and tiredness.



©VotesForSchools2019

Pair discussion (3-4 mins)
Tell your table what you know 

about these different 

relationships. Use the word 
wall to help. What makes 

them different? For example, 
what makes a married couple 

different from friends?

Trust

Starter: What is a marriage?

Friends Couple
Married 
couple

Respect Love

Listen Honesty Talking

Laughter Fun Safety

SupportCommitmentCaring

Romance

Time



©VotesForSchools2019

Starter: What is a marriage?

People from different countries, cultures, 
and religions get married! The way they 

celebrate may be different, but weddings 

should always be a celebration of love, 
mutual respect and commitment. 

Have you ever been to a wedding?
What was it like? 

Commitment:
A promise to 

spend your 

time in a 
relationship.



©VotesForSchools2019

Should you have to be an 
adult to get married?

Adult*:
A person 

aged 18 years 

or over. 



In the near future, MPs will have a vote 
in Parliament to decide whether to 

raise the age they think a person 

should be to make this big decision. 

©VotesForSchools2019

Our partner this week…

Getting married is a big decision. 
It is a commitment (like a promise) 

to love one person and live 

together for the rest of your life. 

For this week’s topic, we are working with Unicef UK. They really want 
to know how old you think a person should be to get married. 



©VotesForSchools2019

Does the law keep you safe?

Group activity (5-8 mins)
On the next slide is a table. In 

groups of three, copy it and fill 

in the gaps, or just talk through 
it. Is there a difference between 

the ages you think you should 
be able to do something and 

what the law says?  

Before we look more closely at marriage, let’s explore some 
other laws that are there to keep you safe. 

Have you ever seen any 
of these before? Where?

Law: 
A rule that must be 

followed in order to 

keep people safe. 

The law tells you lots of things, 
including how old you need to be to 

get married. You’ll have to wait to 

find out what age this is! 



©VotesForSchools2019

What age do 
you think it’s OK 

to…?

What age does
the law say it’s OK 

to…?

Why do you think 
there is / isn’t a law 

on this? 

Have a mobile 
phone?

Get your ears 
pierced?

Play Fortnite?

Have a job?

Go on a holiday 
with friends only?

Buy a pet?

Get a tattoo?

12

13

16

16

18

No age limit*

No age limit

Does the law keep you safe?



©VotesForSchools2019

Laws around how 
old you need to be

to do something are 

there to keep you safe! 

For big decisions or 
things that are 

permanent, like tattoos, 

the law usually gives a 
high age, like 18.

For things that are seen 
to have low risk, like 

having a mobile phone, 

parents are allowed to 
make their own rules. 

At 16, children are more 
responsible and able to 

do some things 

independently. This is 
why they can do things 

like go on holiday with 
friends or buy a pet. 

It is not just the law that 
is there to protect you –

your parents, teachers, 

family and the 
government are there 

to keep you safe too! 

Does the law keep you safe?



©VotesForSchools2019

What does the law say about marriage? 

Independent task (5-7 mins) 
Draw a timeline of your life 

and write down the age you 

think you might be ready for 
these big moments. Share 

where you put things.  

0 years old 40 years old 80 years old

Important! 

There are no wrong answers. You 
don’t have to do any of these things. 

It is your choice. 

Moving into 
your own house 

Getting married

Having childrenHaving your first 
full-time job

20 years old 60 years old

Buying a pet 

Going on a holiday 
with friends

You are 
somewhere over 

here right now! 

Before you find out how old the law says 
you should be to get married, think 

about your own future. 



©VotesForSchools2019

What does the law say about marriage? 

Class vote (3-4 mins) 
Think about where you put 

marriage on your timeline (if 

you put it at all). Vote on what 
age you think the law says 

you can get married in this 
country. 

a) 16 years old b) 18 years old c) 21 years old

Law: 
A rule that must be 

followed in order to 

keep people safe. 

Think about how big a commitment marriage 
is. Is it more serious than getting a tattoo? Do 

you need to be responsible to do it? 

Fact! 
Article 1 of the UNCRC* defines 

a child as anyone under the age 

of 18. 

d) Other



©VotesForSchools2019

What does the law say about marriage? 

In Scotland, the law says 
someone can get married at 16. 

This is the age you take your 

GCSEs. 

Class discussion (4-6 mins)
What do you think about 

this law? Is it older or 

younger than you 
expected? 

The law on marriage is a bit 
complicated!1

In England, Wales and 
Northern Ireland, the legal age 

of marriage is 18, but if you are 

16 or 17-years old, you can get 
married with your parents’ 

permission.   



©VotesForSchools2019

What job do parents have?

Pair talk (4-6 mins)
Using the traffic lights, tell 

your partner how involved 

you would like your parents 
to be in the decisions about 

your life on the next slide. 

I’d like to make 
this decision on 

my own. 

I think a parent 
should guide or 

help me with this.

I think a parent 
should make this 

decision for me.

Reflect (3 mins)
What do you think 

parents want for 

their children?



©VotesForSchools2019

The secondary 
school you 

go to

What clothes 
you wear 

Who you hang 
out with

Whether you 
have a phone

Which games 
you play 

What house 
you live in

What time you 
go to bed 

What job do parents have?

I’d like to make 
this decision on 

my own. 

I think a parent 
should guide or 

help me with this.

I think a parent 
should make this 

decision for me.



©VotesForSchools2019

Discussion 

(3-4 mins)
What do you 

think about this? 
Is this OK? 

Parents don’t always make the right decisions for their 
children. Many children around the world are pressured

by their parents to get married. 

What job do parents have?
Pressuring someone to 
marry when they don’t 

want to is against the 

law. Getting married is 
always your choice.  

Pressure: 
To strongly persuade someone to do 

something they don’t want to do. 

The legal age for marriage is different depending on 
the country. You can see some examples in yellow. 

Sudan4 –

10 years old

Colombia2 –

12 years old

China3 –

22 years old



©VotesForSchools2019

As you get older, it is normal to 
want to make more of your own 

decisions and be more 

independent. 

A parent should always make sure you are 
healthy, happy and safe. They want to let 

you make your own decisions too. 

What job do parents have?

Table task (5 mins)
What can you do if you 

feel like someone is 

pressuring you to do 
something? Talk through 

these ideas and decide 
which is a good or bad 

idea. 

Talk to them and explain 
how they make you feel

Shout at them

Forget about it
Talk to someone else 

you trust 
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Should you have to be an adult to get 
married? 
Yes 

Yes

©VotesForSchools2019

• An adult is someone who is 18 or 
over. A 16 or 17-year old is not yet 
an adult and is not emotionally 
mature enough to get married. You 
should have to be an adult to get 
married.  

• Marriage is a big decision. It should 
be decided on by the two people 
getting married when they are old 
enough to make the decision all by 
themselves. 

• …



No
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Should you have to be an adult to get 
married?
No

©VotesForSchools2019

• I think that 16 and 17-year olds 
are mature enough to make big 
decisions like getting married. 
They have to make other big 
decisions at this age too. 

• If a parent thought getting 
married was a bad decision for 
their 16 or 17-year old, they could 
say no. This law is there to make 
sure children make the right 
choice. 

• …



Managing Conflict Scenarios

Your brother/sister has borrowed your new trainers without asking. You bought them 

especially for a PE competition at school and when you look in your wardrobe they are 

not there. You get them back later, covered in mud. What do you do?

You are out with your brother who is disabled and walks with a limp. Some kids come up 

to you both and start making fun of him. What do you do?

One of the boys in your class at school is being picked on because he is quiet and shy. He 

hates sport but loves dancing and he has just joined the after school dance club. Now 

everyone is calling him a ‘wimp’. Even some of the girls don’t want him in their dancing 
class. On the way home, he is confronted by a group of lads who call him names and 

push him into the mud. What can he do?

You want to go to a party that finishes at midnight. Your friends have got permission to 

stay but your parents/carers say you have to be in by 10 o’clock at the latest. What do 
you say to them?

One of the girls in your class is really good at football and wants to join the all-boys year 7 

team. The boys won’t let her. They say girls are rubbish at football and it is a boys’ game. 
They also say all the other teams would laugh at them. What should she do?





Reverse Selfie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQS9pymkLiU&feature=youtu.be
Image Manipulation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z2T-Rh838GA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQS9pymkLiU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z2T-Rh838GA




Your Rights as a Parent

You cannot withdraw your child from Relationships Education because 
it is important that all children receive this content, covering topics 
such as friendships and how to stay safe. 

Your child’s primary school can choose to teach Sex Education. If you’d 
like to know more about this, we recommend speaking to the school to 
understand what will be taught and when. 

If you do not want your child to take part in some or all of the lessons 
on Sex Education, you can ask that they are withdrawn. At primary 
level, the head teacher must grant this request. The science curriculum 
in all maintained schools also includes content on human 
development, including reproduction, which there is no right to 
withdraw from. 


